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Perovskite bilayers with (111)-orientation combine a honeycomb lattice as a key feature with the
strongly correlated, multiorbital nature of electrons in transition metal oxides. In a systematic
DFT+U study we establish trends in the evolution of ground states versus band filling in (111)-
oriented (LaXO3)2/(LaAlO3)4 superlattices, with X spanning the entire 3d transition metal series.
The competition between local quasi-cubic and global triangular symmetry triggers unanticipated
broken symmetry phases not accessible for the (001)-growth direction, with mechanisms ranging
from Jahn-Teller distortions, to charge-, spin-, and orbital-ordering. Introducing spin-orbit coupling
(SOC), we establish that in spite of the small SOC expected for 3d ions, the phase diagram of this
broad system includes Chern Mott insulating phases for X=Ti, Mn, Co.

PACS numbers: 73.21.Fg, 73.22.Gk, 75.70.Cn

INTRODUCTION

The discovery and investigation of new phases of mat-
ter is a major focus of condensed matter physics. Low
dimensionality enhances unconventional behavior, and
multiorbital active sites introduce additional degrees of
freedom, resulting in more complex behavior than can be
studied with simple models. Synthesis and characteriza-
tion of atomically abrupt transition metal oxide (TMO)
heterostructures provides such a platform, and several
unanticipated functionalities have been discovered and
studied, some having the potential to enhance next gen-
eration electronics and spintronics devices by controlling
charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom at
the nanoscale.[1, 2]

The recent focus on perovskite materials with the
(001) growth orientation, most prominently the inter-
face between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 (LAO/STO)[3, 4] and
nickelate superlattices,[5] is currently extended to the
(111) orientation.[6, 7] In the latter, two triangular BO6

sublattices form a buckled honeycomb lattice, topolog-
ically equivalent to graphene. The honeycomb lattice
itself introduces exotic possibilities: Haldane obtained a
quantum spin Hall (QSH) system without explicit ex-
ternal field,[8] extended by Wright to a buckled hon-
eycomb lattice that accommodates a Chern (quantum
anomalous Hall [QAH]) insulator state[9] with topo-
logically protected gap states. Inclusion of spin-orbit-
coupling (SOC)[10] and strong interactions[11] provided
additional evidence for the robustness of QAH possibili-
ties. The lattice models used in these developments are,
however, challenging to realize in real materials, and vi-
able Chern insulators remain a much sought goal.

Compared to graphene and common topological insu-

lators (TI), TMOs possess not only larger band gaps, but
offer an abundant palette of phases due to several distinc-
tive features: correlated electron behavior causing spin,
charge, and orbital instabilities, multi-orbital configura-
tions combined with spin-orbit coupling (SOC), and sev-
eral more possible complications. Below we demonstrate
that the interplay of strong interactions and SOC effects
produce specific spin-fermion systems as candidates for
QSH or QAH systems in the 3d (111) bilayers with buck-
led honeycomb lattice.

The idea of constructing a (111) bilayer from per-
ovskite TMO was introduced by Xiao et al. for 4d and
5d systems, pointing to possibilities for “interface engi-
neering of QAH effects”.[12] Building on this foundation,
Yang et al.[13] and Rüegg and Fiete[14] applied a tight-
binding (TB) model for (LaNiO3)2/LAO, and demon-
strated that in certain ranges of parameters and mag-
netic order, topological insulating phases can arise from
ordering of a complex combination of eg orbitals.[14]

Complementary to tight-binding models, material-
specific density functional theory (DFT) can contribute
to fundamental understanding as well as guide the search
for actual materials realizations. Besides examples for 5d
systems[15], DFT studies including strong local interac-
tion effects (see below) have recently predicted a Dirac
Fermi point for STO(111)[16] and LaNiO3(111) bilayers,
quantum confined within LAO.[13, 14, 17, 18] In these
cases the Dirac point is ‘protected’ by symmetry; sub-
lattice symmetry breaking leads to a gap-opening due to
charge, spin, or orbitally ordered states.[16, 18] Below we
demonstrate a direct connection between this Dirac point
and SOC-generated Chern insulator phases.

To survey the entire band-filling phase diagram and
elucidate the underlying design principles of function-
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alities, QAH and beyond, we have explored systemati-
cally the effect of band filling on the electronic ground
state in (111)-oriented (LaXO3)2/(LaAlO3)4 superlat-
tices, where X spans the range of trivalent 3d ions
Ti-Cu. Despite the fact that these systems, unlike
LAO/STO(111), have nonpolar interfaces (all cations re-
tain X3+ configurations), we find that unexpected phases
including QAH regimes proliferate. Competition be-
tween local pseudocubic symmetry and global trigonal
symmetry as well as additional flexibility, provided by
the magnetic and spin degrees of freedom of 3d ions, lead
to a broad array of distinctive broken symmetry ground
states, offering a platform to design 2D electronic func-
tionalities.

Chern insulators have so far been sought mainly in
magnetically doped TIs[19], or by combining trivial mag-
netic insulators with a material with large SOC, either in
double perovskites[20] or rocksalt compounds[21, 22]. Of
the systems we study, two display simultaneous time re-
versal symmetry breaking and SOC-driven gap opening.
We provide the first examples in a solely 3d system of
Chern insulators with gap sizes large enough to support
room-temperature applications.

DFT calculations were performed on (111)-oriented
(LaXO3)2/(LaAlO3)4 superlattices with X = 3d, us-
ing the all-electron full-potential linearized augmented-
plane-wave (LAPW) method, as implemented in the
WIEN2k code [23]. For the exchange-correlation func-
tional we used the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) [24]. Static local electronic correlations were
included in the GGA+U approach [25] with U =5 eV,
J =0.7 eV (for all X = Ti-Cu 3d) and U = 8 eV (La
4f), but the results are robust with respect to variation
of U in a reasonable range of values. Additional calcu-
lations with the modified Becke-Johnson [26] potential
support the obtained electronic behavior. The lateral
lattice constant is fixed to aLAO=3.79 Å, corresponding
to superlattices grown on a LAO(111) substrate, unless
otherwise stated. Octahedral tilts and distortions were
fully taken into account when relaxing atomic positions,
whether constrained to P321 symmetry or fully released
to P1 symmetry. Additionally, the out-of-plane lattice
parameter c was optimized for all superlattices. Spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) was included in several cases using
the second-variational method. The anomalous Hall con-
ductivity (AHC) was calculated using wannier90[27, 28]
interfaced with Wien2k[29].

A central aspect in the (LaXO3)2/(LaAlO3)4(111)
honeycomb bilayers is their strong deviation from their
bulk analogs. Certain recurring features tied to the t2g
and eg distinction can be identified, thus we discuss them
separately. For the t2g subshell the dominating feature is
a competition between local pseudo-cubic symmetry and
the underlying threefold+inversion symmetry (“P321”)
of the ideal bilayer. The (111) bilayering reduces the oc-
tahedral symmetry to trigonal and splits the t2g orbital

triplet into a1g + e′g. Breaking this symmetry allows
occupation of the cubic dxy, dyz, or dxz orbitals.
X=Ti3+ 3d1. The above scenario arises most vividly

for the LaTiO3 bilayer, which displays the richest behav-
ior among the t2g systems. In contrast to bulk LaTiO3

which is a distorted Pbnm, G-type antiferromagnetic
(AFM) Mott insulator with 1/

√
3(dxy +dyz +dzx) orbital

order [30, 31], the ground state at the lateral lattice con-
stant of LaAlO3 (aLAO) (Fig. 1a) is a ferromagnetic (FM)
orbitally ordered Mott insulator, displaying an unusual
staggered dxz, dyz occupation and a very narrow (0.2 eV
bandwidth) lower Hubbard band. Consistent with this
extremely localized character, the corresponding AFM
state with the same orbital polarization, shown in Fig. 1e,
is only 4 meV/u.c. higher in energy, suggesting a weak
exchange coupling of ∼1 meV.

Constraining to P321 space group with symmetry-
equivalent Ti ions results in e′g orbital polarization. De-
spite its high energy cost of 0.4 eV/Ti, this state is note-
worthy due to the unusual direction reversal of bands in
the vicinity of K and K′ (Fig. 1f and zoom-in of the band
structure in Fig. 1g). This intertwining of bands suggests
topological character.

Inclusion of SOC with out-of-plane magnetization
leads to a band inversion and gap-opening (green line
in Fig. 1g) and a nonzero AHC. The disparity at K and
K′ signals the loss of equivalence of the two Ti ions, re-
flected in a surprisingly large orbital moment on only one
of the ions: 0.11µB versus just 0.01µB on the other.

Ti orbital polarization is highly susceptible to strain-
tuning: applying tensile strain by imposing the lateral
lattice constant of SrTiO3 tips the pseudo-cubic/trigonal
symmetry balance, stabilizing occupation of the a1g or-
bital (Fig. 1h). The band structure just below the gap
is comprised of two filled bands with Dirac crossings at
K and K′, similar to the LAO/STO(111) case,[18] where
the 3d0.5 band filling fixes the Dirac points at EF instead.
X =V3+ 3d2. In the LaVO3 bilayer trigonal symme-

try splitting dominates over the pseudocubic crystal field:
The AFM ground state, displayed in Fig. 1b, is gapped
due to occupation of the majority e′g doublet. This is
insensitive to strain and at variance with the bulk G-
type dxz, dyz orbital ordering (dxy is occupied on all
sites)[31, 32]. The FM state (Fig. 1c) with the same
orbital polarization is 73 meV/u.c. higher in energy.
The set of four bands, topologically similar to those of
the metastable 2LaTiO3 case (Fig. 1f), are here entirely
filled.
X =Cr3+ 3d3. The Cr bilayer is electronically trivial:

a half-filled t2g-band (t32g,↑, S= 3
2 ), thus no orbital degrees

of freedom, and antiferromagnetic order (Fig. 1d).
Now we turn to the eg systems: Consistent with the

tight-binding model of Xiao et al.[12] a distinctive set of
four bands emerges for a FM open eg subshell: nearly flat
bottom and top bands interconnected by two dispersive
bands, providing a Dirac point crossing at the K and K′
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FIG. 1: Electronic ground (a-d) and selected metastable (e-h) states in (LaXO3)2/(LaAlO3)4(111) for t2g systems X=Ti,
V, Cr. Shown are the band structures with blue/orange denoting the majority/minority bands, and isosurfaces of the spin
density, with majority in blue and minority in red. In cases (a,e,h) the integration range is EF-1eV,EF to emphasize the orbital
polarization. Energies of metastable states are provided in red.

points and quadratic contact with the flat bands at the Γ
point (cf. Fig. 2a-c,h,l). A key finding is that a pinning
of the Dirac point at EF is not solely determined by band
filling, but also by an interplay of orbital and spin degrees
of freedom, as proven for the cases of X =Mn, Co and
Ni. Equivalence of the two sublattices again becomes
crucial. This symmetry is found to be broken in all eg
system ground states where the Dirac point is initially at
the Fermi level. We identify distinct origins of symmetry
breaking and the resulting gap opening in each system,
as discussed below.

X=Mn3+ 3d4. Within P321 symmetry a Dirac-point
Fermi surface results (Fig.2a) from the half-filled eg-band
of the high spin Mn ion (t32g,↑e

1
g,↑). Releasing structural

symmetry restrictions leads to a Jahn-Teller (JT) distor-
tion with an elongation of the apical Mn-O bond lengths
to 2.07-2.11 Å and variation of the basal distances be-
tween 1.89-1.98 Å, associated with alternating d3y2−r2 ,
d3x2−r2 occupation on the A and B sublattices (Fig. 2e).
This symmetry breaking opens a gap of 0.8 eV and also

lifts the quadratic band touching degeneracy at Γ. The
Jahn-Teller distortion is also present in the AFM order
(not shown), which is 88 meV/u.c. higher in energy. The
significantly flatter bands reflect electronic decoupling of
the two sublattices, similar to the AFM LaNiO3 bilayer,
discussed below.

X=Fe3+ 3d5. The ground state of the LaFeO3 bilayer
is a HS AFM band insulator with nearly spherically sym-
metric charge and spin density on the Fe site, character-
istic of a half-filled 3d band (t32g,↑e

2
g,↑ with S= 5

2 , cf. Fig
2d). For comparison, bulk LaFeO3 is a G-type AFM with
orthorhombic Pnma structure.

X=Co3+ 3d6. The LaCoO3 bilayer exhibits an abun-
dant phase diagram respect to spin degrees of free-
dom. We note that bulk LaCoO3 has a low spin (LS)
(t62g) ground state, but becomes ferromagnetic e.g. as a
strained film [33]. Constraining symmetry to P321 ren-
ders another case where the Fermi level is pinned at the
Dirac point (Fig. 2b) with Co being in the intermediate
spin (IS) state (t52g, e1g). Orbital ordering of the eg elec-
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FIG. 2: Presentation as in Fig. 1, but for eg systems X=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu. A striking feature is the similarity in band
structure of X=Mn, Co, Ni, despite the formally different band filling: a Dirac point Fermi surface within P321 (a)-(c) and a
gap opening due to symmetry breaking.

tron and t2g hole leads to a FM insulator (0.21 eV lower
in energy) with a moment of 1.97µB (Fig. 2f). A further
metastable state, only 19 meV less favorable, exhibits a
new type of spin state symmetry breaking where the two
Co sublattices assume IS and LS states with very flat
bands accompanied by a dx2−y2 orbital occupation on
the IS Co sublattice.

X=Ni3+ 3d7. Bulk LaNiO3 is a R3̄c correlated metal.
[30]. Within P321 symmetry a Dirac-point Fermi surface
is obtained for the LaNiO3 bilayer[13, 14, 18] (cf. Fig.
2c). However, breaking the equivalency of the two trian-
gular sublattices opens a gap of 0.25 eV at the Fermi level
(cf. Fig. 2g)[18]. Here the mechanism is disproportiona-
tion of the Ni sublattice, expressed in different magnetic
moments of 1.30 and 1.08 µB. AFM coupling of the two
bilayers results in flat bands (not shown here), defining
a band gap of ∼ 1 eV with orbital polarization at the Ni
sites, as recently observed in a NdNiO3 bilayer.[6] This
illustrates how antiferromagnetic order provides the nec-
essary decoupling of the two trigonal bilayers, analogous
to the La2NiAlO6 double perovskite where the single tri-
angular Ni-layers are separated by Al-layers [18].

X=Cu3+ 3d8. This case yields a straightforward e2g,↑
S=1 ion at half filling of the eg bands, where the occupied
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FIG. 3: (a) Effect of SOC on (LaMnO3)2/(LaAlO3)4, opening
a gap of 0.2 eV for magnetization along [100]. (b) Calculated
AHC versus (rigid band) chemical potential in units of (e2/h),
revealing a Chern number C=-1 for this state.

(majority) and unoccupied (minority) set of four bands
are separated by a very low energy spin-flip excitation
gap (Fig. 2h, see also [12]). Although Cu3+ is uncommon
(bulk LaCuO3 is metallic and must be synthesized under
pressure),[34] it might be stabilized by non-equilibrium
epitaxial synthesis.

Spin-orbit coupling, recognized as important in 4d and
5d materials, introduces new phases in these 3d bilayers.
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As mentioned above, SOC leads to a band inversion and
gap opening in the P321 X =Ti bilayer. Unexpectedly
strong effects occur for X=Mn and Co: SOC gaps the
Dirac point as well as the quadratic band touching at Γ
in each of these systems. (LaMnO3)2 shows the strongest
influence of SOC, with an in-plane [100] easy axis (Fig.
3(a)); (LaCoO3)2 has an out-of plane easy axis. The cal-
culated AHC,[27–29] in Fig. 3(b), reveals (LaMnO3)2
with P321 symmetry to be a C=-1 Chern insulator with
an impressive gap size of 200 meV, large enough to en-
able room temperature study and applications. Allowing
symmetry breaking to P1 symmetry involves geometri-
cal relaxation coupled with orbital rearrangement to the
JT ground state in Fig. 2(e). Along this path lies a
first order phase transition where SOC entangled bands
disentangle as strong interaction takes over; the orbital
polarozation changes, and the Chern number reverts to
zero (trivial insulator). This transition reveals how the
direct competition between SOC and strong correlation
effects (JT relaxation) determines the ground state even
in 3d bilayers with purported weak SOC.

Our mapping of the band-filling phase diagram and
the prominent effect of SOC establishes that metastable
Chern Mott insulator phases lie within the band-filling
– interaction strength phase diagram of buckled 3d-oxide
honeycomb bilayers besides. These topological insulating
phases are complemented by a variety of unanticipated
ground states, arising from assorted symmetry-breaking
forces, offering new possibilities to tailor 2D functionality
in oxide materials.
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